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This report looks at the following areas:
• The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behaviour and market dynamics in
the car insurance sector.

“Like most financial products
and services, car insurance

• Car insurance ownership and the types of policies owned.

has been relatively

• Consumers’ renewal behaviour and how they pay their premiums.
• Consumers’ tendency to shop around, compare prices and switch insurers.

unaffected by the COVID-19

• Consumers’ attitudes towards new technology and electric vehicles, and

outbreak. While traffic

general satisfaction with existing policies.

volumes were down in 2020

Although Irish consumers are generally very satisfied with their current car

due to lockdowns and other

insurance policies, price remains the most important factor when it comes to

restrictions, there was

choosing a policy or insurer. Most consumers shop around at renewal time,

continued growth in the

which suggests that customer loyalty towards insurers is not particularly
prominent, while there is a high level of willingness on the part of consumers to

number of private licenced

embrace new and emerging technologies if doing so results in lower premiums.

cars on the roads both in NI

Although premiums have fallen slightly of late, they remain high by historical

and RoI, generating increased

standards, which is likely to keep consumers keenly focused on ensuring they

demand for cover.”

are receiving the best possible value for money.

– Brian O’Connor, Senior
Consumer Analyst
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Did you know?
This report is part of a series
of reports, produced to
provide you with a more
holistic view of this market.
All Mintel 2020 reports
contain specific COVID-19
related research and
forecasts. The world’s
leading brands rely on
Mintel reports for the most
complete, objective and
actionable market
intelligence.
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About Mintel
Mintel is the expert in what consumers want
and why. As the world’s leading market
intelligence agency, our analysis of
consumers, markets, product innovation and
competitive landscapes provides a unique
perspective on global and local economies.
Since 1972, our predictive analytics and
expert recommendations have enabled our
clients to make better business decisions faster

Our purpose is to help businesses and people
grow. To find out how we do that, visit
mintel.com.
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